
FROM
        FEEDBACK
FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDENTS

                     by William D. Cline

    The Oooford Amenican Dictionary defines feedbaek as, "1.

return of part of the output of a system to its souree,
especially so as to modify the output. 2. the return of
information about a produet, etc. to its supplier." Feedback

for teaehers can come through exams, verbal and non-verbal

behavior of students in class, conferences with students
outside of class, and from eolleagues (McKeachie 1978: 275-
76). Feedback ean also be supplied to teachers through audio

and video recordings of their instruetion. Student opinion
gathered through written questionnaires is another form of
feedback. McKeaehie lists the following most eommon purposes

for eolleeting student opinion:

     1. To assist an instructor in improving instruction.

    2. To provide evidence relevant to evaluation of teach-

        ing effeetiveness for promotion and salary decisions.

     3. To provide information useful for students in choos-

        ing courses (269).

    This paper will foeus on the use of written student
opinion to assist in improving instruetion. This foeus is eloser

to the definition of feedbaek as "the return of information
about a product, ete. to its supptier." The need for such an

orientation is noted by Rivers and Melvin (1981).
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    Who are the eonsumers of what we have to offer in
    language teaehing and what will they be wanting from us
    in the 1980's? Our eonsumers are not only students, but
     also the soeiety of which they are a part. As in al1
     marketing research, we must not merely identify what we
    think our eonsumers need, but also what they want. As
    educators we must provide for a balance between these
    two if students are to be motivated to learn what we
    offer (81- 2).

    Before giving some of the ways in which student
feedbaek can assist instruction, there are at least three
objections to consider. First, teachers may not believe that

student opinion is accurate enough to be of any eoncern.
However, MeKeaehie reports that typically there are, "...
moderate eorrelations between student ratings of teachers and

the average achievement of the teacher's students ..."
Furthermore, "... the only study that was adequately eon-
tro11ed through random assignment of students to seetions
found substantial positive eorrelations between ratings and
aehievement" (265). Morrison and Melntyre (1973) report that

when the same students have spent a good deal of time in the

same mieroteaehing classes and are trained in the use of
rating seales, their "assessments ean be more reliable than
those of supervisors and can also lead to greater ehange in

teaching behavior" (89). A second objection to student
feedback is that pleasing students is not neeessarily
educating them. MeKeaehie reports that research on methods

has not revealed a strong relationship between the
achievement and the satisfaetion of students (276). Teachers

do not need to feel bound by student opinion. The fact that

students want something in a eourse does not mean it must be

done. At times, the teacher may need to explain why some
things are done and other things are left undone in a eourse.
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Getting student feedbaek ean help to identify such times. A
third source of resistance to feedback may be fear. Canfield

and Wells (1978: 78), and Morrison and Melntyre (213)
observe that teachers require courage to ask for student
ratings of their behavior. Hopefully; the desire to improve

one's teaehing will be stronger than the fear of possible
student criticism.

     One purpose of student feedbaek is to develop better
insight in the elassroom. Foreign teaehers in Japan may be
misled by their perceptions of students.

     The Japanese have a faculty of enjoying speech
     regardless of content ... This makes the Japanese the
     world's best listeners. Iecturers get along with them
     famously until they diseover that their most bni1liant
     addresses are, in effect, soliloquies (Rudofsky 1965:
     162).

     Effective teaching depends among other things, on
assessment of students through non-verbal eues. However,
teachers very greatly in their ability to interpret such cues

(Morrison and Mclntyre 206). A teacher's ability to interpret

non-verbal cues will be ehallenged by Japanese students who,

'in general are amazingly long suffering, doeile, and
restrained in physieal response' (Hale 1985). Foreign teachers

can interpret eye eontact and a nod of the head to mean, 'I

understand,' but for the student it may mean, 'I am listening

and trying to understand.' Japanese students in general are
also reluctant to give verbal feedbaek in class. Students are

reluetant to admit ignorance or misunderstanding. They are

reluetant to "selfishly" take elass time to request an
explanation of something they did not understand. Students
may vary in their reactions to foreign teaehers. Most foreign
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teachers use methods, routines and behaviors that differ from

those the students are farniliar with. Furthermore, what the

teaeher and students expeet of each other and the course may

be quite divergent. Since students will seldom volunteer their

views on such matters, the teacher may have to rely on other

means to understand the student. Written questionaires, or
written comments by students on assignments and test papers

may help the teacher understand how well instruetionai
praetiees are pereeived by the students. The feedbaek from
such questionnaries can be the beginning of a dialogue
leading to better mutual understanding between the teacher

and the students. Sueh feedbaek may lead to adaptation by
both the teaeher and the students.

     A second purpose of feedback from students is to help
develop a better class atmosphere. Foreign language study is

perhaps one of the most emotionally demanding subjects to
study at sehool. No matter how much study is done, it is
nearly impossible to learn a foreign language without at times

making a fool of oneself through various mistakes. Lack of
understanding and the inability to express oneself in the
foreign language are also causes of frustration. It is well

known that out of the many students who begin foreign
language study, only a small pereentage attain a high degree

of proficiency. Sinee foreign !anguage students have the
cognitive ability to master a first language, it seems that

affeetive factors ar'e the major souree of differenee among

second language learners. The psychologist and theologian
Charles Curran did extensive study of the emotional aspeets

of language learning. He writes:
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       The eomplieated and subtle part confliet, hostility,
     anger and anxiety play in !earning reeurred repeatedly
     in almost al1 aspeets of this foreign langauge learning
     researeh. To a certain point we ean cal1 these positive
     factors, for they engage one in the learning experienee;
     they are forms of commitment and involvement. Beyond
     that point, however, they seem to become destruetive
     forees; they bloek the student, and make him want to
     escape the whole experience, or arouse him to a
     defensive kind of learning. Sueh a defensive learner
     tends to disregard what he has Iearned as soon as it has
     served its defensive purpose, apparently because the
     whole experienee has been so painful. Many students,
     for exarnple, spoke of the deep hostility they had toward
     foreign languages as a result of previous classroom
     experiences. In their negative anxiety and conflict, most
     had defended themselves against this threatening
     situation by getting a passing grade- some even a high
     one. But afterwards it was difficult and painful for them
     :g.e,"..t.Oh E':lg.ptO(iSgP7e6a,k2ithi-'2S2)E)articuiar ianguage in our

     For the long term benefit of our students the elimate in

whieh language learning oecurs is very important. Therefore,

it is not surprising that out of eleven factors involved in

language teaching, the ESL faculty at UCLA "chose social
elimate as the most important" (in Bailey and Celee-Mureia

1979: 316). Among several ideas for improving social elimate,

Bailey and Celce-Mureia suggest the use of questionnaires,
stating, "The social climate can be improved if the students

have some voice in what they are learning and feel that the
teacher is responsive to their needs" (318).

     Student feedbaek ean be more than the chance for the
students to have some voiee in the elass. Students can be
given a major role in determining the content of their
language study. Littlejohn (1983) argues for inereased learner

input in course management for a number of reasons. First,

class atmosphere can be improved for deeper and more
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receptive learning. Seeond, sinee learners vary greatly in
needs and learning styles, they should have more say in how
the class is managed. Third, giving the students a voiee in

course management also gives the students a ehanee to really

use the target language to eommunieate about their wants,
needs, and ideas. Fourth, motivation is likely to inerease.
Fifth, student involvement in course management ean lead to

greater involvement in the subjeet of the course and thus to

greater learning. Finally, students who learn to manage their

learning are more likely to continue their study after formal

sehooling is over (596- 599). Littlejohn (1985) suggests that

students ean be given ehoiee in some of the following areas:

TIME

GOALS

MODE

CONTENT

EVALUATION :
GUIDANCE :

     This type of
without considerable

type of student involvement
preparation. Moffett

: time spent on the learning matenial and
 deeisions about when study takes place.
: the short-term and long-term objectives of

 learning.
: grouping: in pairs / groups / alone /large

 classes.

 aetivity: types of tasks and ski11
 involved .

:subjeet matter: story or information
 eontent of the learning material.

 linguistic content: struetures, funetions,

 ete.

 by whom? when? in what, form?i

 degree and nature of help provided
                     '  (255).

   student involvement cannot take plaee
   time spend in student preparation. This

          also involves considerable teacher

  (1985) observes:
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     Making students aetive and teaehers reaetive seems like
     a gratultous relinquishing of power• tLu!t--9!I!R9!l9!l!!
    OL!t!!g!s-is-!!lg-!ggg!!g!:!E-Jg!2:he tht h bHowmanyteachers,though,
     have been trained to deeide how to teaeh deeision
     making, how to liberate instead of infantilize (54)?

Thus, unless teachers and students are prepared and willing
participants in such learning it may be difficult to implement.

     Besides helping teaehers in the elassroom, student
feedbaek can improve the effectiveness of an entire
institution. Behan (1985) reported how student comments
through diseussion groups and questionnaires led to a number

of positive changes at the Bnitish Couneil, Hong Kong. The

British Couneil went so far as to enlist the help of
professional marketing consultants to oversee the eollection

and evaluation of student opinion. In numerous public schools

Furtwengler (1985) reports improved school elimate, improved

school eulture, increased involvement in schoo1 activities, an

inerease in independent learning for teachers and students,

and possible, though not eonclusive improved academie
aehievement (264). A!1 of these improvements were due to a

school effectiveness program for whieh Furtwengler served as

a consultant. Again and again Furtwengler points out that
student input and involvement were essential to bring about

sueh ehanges. Obviously, students are a potential resouree
for improving an educational program. It remains for teachers

to effeetively tap student resourees.

     The remainder of this paper will mostly deal with various

praetieal ideas for eollecting student feedbaek. Teaehers
interested in the following ideas'should freely adapt them to

their own needs and interests. Teachers might also keep in
mind the following eonditions under whieh student feedbaek is
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most likely to be helpful. The students must provide relevant

information to the teacher. The teacher must be motivated to

improve. The teaeher must be able to respond to a class in
better ways. When the teacher is involved in selecting the
questions for student feedback, improvement is more likely.

And, "Researeh also indicates that little improvement results

unless the ratings are diseussed with another teacher who ean

sympathize, congratulate, and make suggestions about other
                                         'things to try" (McKeachie 269-70). '
     There are several 'ways a teaeher ean get feedbaek to
improve classroom insight. The ideas that follow should help a

teacher to see how effeetive his or her teaehing is to the
students. The teacher should also get some idea of how the

foreigri students view their teaeher. '
     MeKeachie (291- 295) gives a rating form (with permis-

sion to eopy) based on those used at a number of major
universities. Basically, eaeh question asks for a numerricai

rating and includes space for comments.

Student Perceptions of Leanning

W. J. McKeachie
The University of Michigan"

and Teaching

    The items on this questionnaire ask you to comment on
various aspeets of your eourse.

    Thank you for taking the time to fill this forrn out
thoughtfully. Your answers and comments will help your
teacher improve the course.

*Teachers are weleome to use this form or items from it
without requesting permission from the author.
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  1 - almost never or almost nothing
  2 - seldom or little
  3 - occasionally or moderate
  4 - often or much
  5- very often
  6 - almost always or a great deal
      If not applieable, leave blank.

Impact on Students ,
 1. My intellectual curiosity has been stimulated by
     course.
     Comments:

 2. I arn learning how to think more clearly about the
    of this eourse.

     Comments:

 3. I arn learning how to read materials in this area
     effeetively .
                                             '     Comments:

 4. I am aequiring knowledge about the subject.

     Comments:

 5. The course is contributing to my self-understanding.

     Comments:

 6. The course is inereasing my interest in learning
     about this area.

     Comments:

Instructor Effectiveness
                            '
 7. The instructor is enthusiastie.

     Comments:

 8. The instructor gives good exarnples of the coneepts.

     Comments:
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 9. The instruetor goes into too mueh detai1.

    Comments:

10. The instruetor is helpful when students are confused,

    Comments:

11. The instructor seems knowledgeable in many areas.

    Comments:

Rapport

12. The instructor knows students' narnes.

    Comments:

13. The instructor is friendly,

    Comments;

Group Interaction

14. Students volunteer their own opinions.

    Comments;

15. Students discuss one another's ideas.

    Comments:

16. Students feel free to disagree with the instructor.

    Comments:

Difficulty

17. The instructor makes difficult assignments.

    Comments:

18. The instructor asks for a great deal of work.

    Comments:
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Structure

19. The instructor

    Comments:

20. The instructor

    Comments:

plans class

follows

activities in

an outtine

detai1.

closely .

Feedback

21. The instructor keeps students informed of their
    progrress.
    Comments:

22. The instructor tells students when they have done a
    partieularly good job.

    Comments:

23. Test and papers are graded and returned promptly.

    Comments:

            Notice!!! This Scale Is Different!!!

Student Responsibility

 1- definitely false 2- more true than false
 2 - more false than true 5 - definitely true
 3- in between If not applieable, leave blank.
24. I had a strong desire to take this course.

    Comments:

25. I. aetively partieipate in elass diseussions.

    Cornments:

26. I try to make a tie-in betweeh what I arn learning
    through the eourse and my own experienee.

    Comments:
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27. I attend class regularly.

    Comments:

28. I utilize al1 the learning opportunities provided in the
    course.
    Comments:

29. I have created Iearning experiences for myself in
    connection wlth the course.

    Comments:

30. I have helped classmates learn•

    Comments:

Overall Evaluations

Indieate your evaluation of charaeteristies below, using
numbers based on the following seale:

 1. Poor 2. Fair 3. Good 4. Very Good 5. Excellent

31. Rate the instructur's general teaehing effectiveness for
    you.
    Comments:

32. Rate the value of the course as a whole to you.

    Comments:

Added Comments Below
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     I used this form once, during the last course of the
year. There were two problems I encountered. First, few
students took time to write comments. The numbers that the

students gave as rankings were interesting but without
comments it was hard to know, other than generally, why the

students gave the ratings they did. Without knowing the
reasons for the ratings it was hard to know how to improve.

The seeond problem was that a number of students had
trouble with some of the vocabulary. Before using this form

again I would want to plan for the following ehanges. I would

give adequate time and ask students to write comments for
every response. I would want to use the form before the last

day of a course. This would allow further time for
questioning students about any responses that were not elear.

It would also allow time for diseussion of the results. In

response to the questions which students had about
vocabulary, I would either rewrite some of the questions or

prepare a glossary for the students.

     Canfield and Wells offer several ideas for Student
feedbaek but one which seems the most interesting to me is

the following. "Report Card: At the end of the grading
per'iod, distrvibute to eaeh student a facsimile report eard.

Then instruet the students to grade You, commenting on your

attitude and effort ..." (78). Again, it should be more useful

to the teaeher if students explain why they give the grrades

they do. Sinee students are graded by subjeets, I wondered
what "subjects" teachers might be graded on. The following

qualities of teachers are commonly eonsidered important by
students and seem suitable for grading teachers.
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     1. Stimulation of interest
     2. Clarity
     3. Knowledge of subject matter
     4. Preparation
     5. Enthusiasm
     6. Friendliness
     7. Helpfulness
     8. 0penness to others opinions
     (MeKeachie 272)

Most of these qualities also appear to be related to student

aehievement (Morrison and Mclntyre 194 - 95). Teaehers
might do well to take such grades rather seriously.

     To improve the class atmosphere through feedbaek the

teaeher needs to provide more of what the students find
useful or likable. This does not imply the overhaul of the
curriculum, but just a tailoring of class activities in response

to the students. Questionnaires for this purpose might best

be given at the end of each semester.

     A questionnaire which did not take very long to
administer was used at the end of the first semester with
nearly all of my classes last year. The results for Oral IIf
ar•e included in the following example.2

L
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

AKL Intermediate3

Situations

Episodes

Conversations

Pair work

Homework

very quite
useful useful

  47
  210
  25
  28
  47
  02
- 106 --

useful

  5

  4

  3

  7

  3

  4

not very
useful

  2

  2

  8

  1

  4

  9

not
useful

  o

  e

  o

  o

  o

 2



                         very quite not very not
                         useful useful useful useful useful

    7. Cassette tapes 9 6 1 2 O
     8. Communicative
       activites, games, etc. 2 4 9 1 1
     9. Explain Yourself" 3 3 7 5 O
    10. Teacher's instruetions 6 6 6 O O
    11. Comments:

     At the beginning of the second semester I wrote the
results of these questionnaires on the board for class
discussion. C!ass diseussion proved to be useful. For
example, a number of students in Oral IIf had rated
homework as not very useful. The students said it was too
easy. I later changed the homework, giving assignments that
were more eommunicative and less mechanieal.

     A second from of feedback takes a little longer to
administer but supplies a lot of information. I have asked the

students at the end of the year to write, "things I liked,"
'tthings I didnTt like," and, "ideas for a better class." I have

also listed on the board areas of the course which I arn
particularly interested in getting feedbaek about, such as

lectures, teacher, textbook, ete. Students have usually
responded with comments that are useful for planning the
next year's eourses. Students, in general, explain and
support their opinions fairly well on a free response
questionnaire such as this.

     For course management, student feedback ean determine
the curriculum to a much greater extent than for improving
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elass atmosphere. The following questionnaires might be given

at the beginning of a course to colleet student ideas for the

class.

    Why are you learning English?
     How do you think English will be useful to you?
    What do you think is the most difficult thing about
     learning English? Can you give preeise examples?
    What do you think you need to !earn?
     What do you think is the best way to learn? Why?
     (Littlejohn 1983: 602)

     Check the boxes that show your interests for studying
English.

 L

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

10.

11.

12.

grammar study

drarna and role play

textbook study

drills

pair conversation

group conversation

class conversation

memorization

talking about

(other ideas)

very
much much some little very

little
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    After giving these questionnaires, considerable time
could be spent diseussing the results with students and
letting them deeide how to apply the results.

     The nature of an edueational institution will, to some

extent, determine the type of questions asked of students
when student feedback is sought for overall improvement of

the institution. Some of the questions used by the British

Couneil in Hong Kong would not be suitable for a oo11ege or
university in Japan. Other questions should be more generally

useful, such as:

     (11) The class size at present is

         4 too large
         3 a bit large
         2 just night
         1 could be increased slightly

     (12) The physical environment in the classroom is

         1 very unpleasant
         2 Unpleasant
         3 Pleasant
         4 very pleasant
         5 I have no opinion

     (22) The materials taught in this elass are

         5 too diffieult for me
         4 slightly difficult
         3just right for me
         2 a bit too easy
         1 far too easy

     (23) In general the teaeher's preparation for eaeh elass
         sesslon ls
         5 extremely adequate
         4 more than adequate
         3 adequate
         2 not very adequate

         l inadequate '                                  (The British Council 1985)
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    Student feedback can be a useful source of input for

improving teaehing. Written student comments provide
information which might not otherwise be determined in or out
of class. Other forms of feedbaek such as tests, assignments,

and advice from eolleagues need ta be balanced with student

opinion. My own use of student opinion has been limited. I
have used it to try to understand my students and the
effeetiveness of my instruction. I have also used feedbaek to

try to improve the class atmosphere. I have sometimes felt

encouraged, reprimanded, or bewildered but always motivated

by what my students have told me. I hope through such
motivation that my teaching has improved.

                         NOTES

1. An example of suceessful student evaluation ean be found

   in LeBlanc, Raymond, and Gisele Painehaud. 1985.
   Self-Assessment as a Seeond Language Placement Instru-

   ment. TESOL Quarterly 19 (4): 673 - 687. At the
   University of Ottawa, student self-assessment was
   aecurate enough to replace standardized tests for
   language plaeement. Other advantages of self-assessment
   were savings. in time and a smaller percentage of changes
   after plaeement.

2. 0ral IIf was a second year course emphasizing speaking

   ski11s in English. Eighteen out of 26 students were
   present on the day the questionnaire was administered.

3. 0'Neill, Robert, Roy Kingsbury, Tony Yeadon, and Edwin

   T. Cornelius, Jr. 1978. American Kernel Lessons:
   Intermediate. New York: Longman, Ine. This was the
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    main text for the eourse. Oral IIf used Situations,
    Episodes, and Conversations from this text.
 '
4. Nicholson, Philip, and Richard Sakuno. 1982. Explain
    Yourself. Pal Ltd. This was a supplementary textbook.
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